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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF FÁTIMA,
PORTUGAL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN?

When a being and a human consciousness consecrate themselves to the Celestial Father, it is a
reason of praise and Glory in the Heavens, because the prophecy of My Son, that at the end of times
and before His return there will be new Christs, meek of heart and pure of feeling, is accomplished
again.

A new door opens from Heaven towards Earth for the ungrateful humanity to receive an opportunity
of salvation. It is through the consecrated soul that a bridge of light and mercy is established, when
the consciousness simply declares, "Yes, My Lord and My God, I accept."

At this moment, dear children, the portals open themselves and new Laws of mercy act upon the
sick humanity.

I would like, beloved children, that everyone would understand the celestial value of a consecration,
because not only one consciousness renews itself, but all those who are around this new consecrated
being also receive a Higher Grace.

Thus, see in your hearts the steps that Christ took for each one of His followers so that the spiritual
purpose could be fulfilled.

A consecration means for the Universe an act of giving in and of surrendering; it also means the
opening for the spirit of this small consciousness to cleanse its sins and to be baptized by the
spiritual and divine Light of My Beloved Son.

Finally, this consecration attracts to the consciousness the deepening of its commitment with Christ,
and an important spiritual fusion is established, which would be called a transverberation that
happens at the moment in which the soul receives this Grace of consecrating itself; thus the soul
will not forget this moment for the rest of its life, because it has been ignited in a potent flow of
love.

Thus I reveal the beauty that God conceived for each soul of this planet, a beauty that My adversary
tries to destroy through the spiritual detour. Whoever consecrates themselves to My Immaculate
Heart and follows My steps, may you know that you will not perish.

Praised be God for impelling His creatures to the spiritual consecration!

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


